It is shown that for all algebraic number rings, except imaginary quadratic ones, the problem of deciding existential formulas involving only addition and the divisibility predicate is equivalent to the full diophantine problem for these rings.
and let |x| = maxl^l G N. Then | jc| and ||x|| are related as follows. Lemma 1. There exist B, C > 0 (B > 1, C < 1) such that C\\x\\ < |jc| < B\\x\\.
Proof. The existence of C is clear since k(*)l = 2 k-<»/(a.-)l < 1*1 2 |o,(a)|. j j j j j
The existence of B is shown on p. 119 of [1] . We shall want to be able to say that e » a for unit e (in either meaning of size). We must show that we can achieve this by writing down some divisibilities. Let e be any unit of R (e.g. e = e0) which is not a root of unity. Let Dm = (em -l)/(e -l) ER.
Lemma 2 (cf. [2] ). 
|ô| + |e2|> C(||5|| + ||e2||) > C||6-e2||.
Above we had that
Next we shall use the divisibilities 5 ± ke\e ± k to derive an inequality in the opposite direction. As above, it follows from these divisibilities, supposing that 8 # e2 that 2|Ôe_1||e| > |öe_11 + |e| > \8e~l ± e|
|&-1|<iï||«||||e-1ll<5||A|llkir<^Ml*IH"
(since e ' = N(e)/e) and so ■i*iier+1> Roller1) This contradiction shows that 5 = e2.
Remark. Lemma 2 shows that the condition NJ\e -1 can be satisfied for units e # 1. Hence, if we can exclude the case e = 1, Lemma 3 will enable us to pick out arbitrarily large pairs of units e, e2. Choose prime p large enough so that 2" # ± 1 modp. Then it is easy to see that 
